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The internet is full of people promoting the latest and greatest techniques and 
systems in gambling to ensure you "Beat the Bookies" this report is here to clear 
up some of the confusion and explain some of the differences between the most 
common systems and techniques you will find today.  


We discuss a little about the pros and cons of each and what you actually get 
for your money. 




Tipsters:	  
Firstly you will find tipping services. This is usually a straightforward monthly 
subscription payment for an email each day containing one or more tipped 
selections on a horse in one or more of the day's racing meets. 


Prices vary from £5 per month to £70+ per month. Any decent tipster is happy 
to share previous results and will normally calculate their hit rate percentage 
otherwise sometimes called ROI (Return on Investment). 


Tipsters regardless of how good they are will always fluctuate how "on form" 
they are but using one will usually increase your chances over picking out a 
horse because it shares a name with your great aunt!


Pros - definitely increase your wins. 


Cons - using tipsters alone without being clever with your stakes will probably 
not bag you much more profit in the long term. 


Advice - newspaper tipsters and other free resources online are at 
approximately a 30% success rate on average so you should be looking for 
higher than that if you are going to part with your money for one. 


Our recommendation - First Favorite


http://bit.ly/firstfav


Staking	  Systems:	  
Most professional gamblers use a staking system of some description so that 
should answer any doubts you may have on if they work!


The beauty of a staking system is you don't need to know much about horse 
racing, if you can place a bet you are nearly there. The other beauty of a staking 
system is that losing a bet doesn't impact your overall profit. 


Staking systems work by calculating the money you need to put on the next 
horse to ensure you win back all staked money and a profit. There are a number 
of variations to the method of selecting the horses to back.  


Some suggest always backing the favorite, others say always back 2nd favorite, 
or follow a tipster and back his selections.  These all work quite well as you 
often hit a winner within 5-6 races and your clever stakes mean when you do hit 
that winner all staked money is recovered and a tidy profit. 


After the win you start again. 


Pros - 

No horse racing knowledge required

Always profit as previous stakes are recovered plus a profit 


Cons - the losing streak, the most common area people fail with this method is 
a losing streak of either the tipster you are following or the first / second favorite 
not actually winning. Greed on the punters part is usually to blame for this. Keep 
the stakes within what you can afford and you'll do well!


Advice - start small with the stakes and build your bank slowly. Use in 
conjunction with a good tipster for optimum results. 


Our recommendation - The Horse Race System


http://www.thehorseracesystem.co.uk


Bonus	  bets:	  
Bonus bet systems show you exactly how to exploit the new user sign up 
bonuses that the bookies offer. 


You use the free bet to bet on a horse (or football match, or anything really) then 
also lay it (bet it not to win) on another site like Betfair. You will always win as 
you've backed it to win and to not win. 


Bookies soon became wise to this so where this used to be quite straight 
forward to do you now have to "play through" your winnings a number of times 
before you could withdraw the cash.  The bookies bank on the fact you'll 
probably blow any initial winnings you may have won. 


It is still possible however but the instructions and systems that tell you exactly 
what to do are worth the money in this instance. Advising exactly what to do so 
you can still play through the winning and still withdraw a nice profit. 


Pros - you can't lose, you are betting on both outcomes win / loss so one will 
definitely happen. Definitely worth doing until you exploit all new bookie account 
bonuses. 


Cons - these are only for new customers but there are still quite a few to go at 
so for anyone with less than 10 bookmaker accounts there is still some good 
money to be made. 


Advice - get signed up to the new customer offers with as many bookies as you 
can and exploit this loophole!


Our recommendation Bonus Bagging


http://bit.ly/bBagging

